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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You develop a software as a service (SaaS) offering to manage photographs. Users upload photos to a web service
which then stores the photos in Azure Storage Blob storage. The storage account type is General-purpose V2. 

When photos are uploaded, they must be processed to produce and save a mobile-friendly version of the image. The
process to produce a mobile-friendly version of the image must start in less than one minute. 

You need to design the process that starts the photo processing. 

Solution: Move photo processing to an Azure Function triggered from the blob upload. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Azure Storage events allow applications to react to events. Common Blob storage event scenarios include image or
video processing, search indexing, or any file-oriented workflow. 

Events are pushed using Azure Event Grid to subscribers such as Azure Functions, Azure Logic Apps, or even to your
own http listener. 

Note: Only storage accounts of kind StorageV2 (general purpose v2) and BlobStorage support event integration.
Storage (general purpose v1) does not support integration with Event Grid. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-blob-event-overview 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to correct the RequestUserApproval Function app error. 

What should you do? 

A. Update line RA13 to use the async keyword and return an HttpRequest object value. 

B. Configure the Function app to use an App Service hosting plan. Enable the Always On setting of the hosting plan. 

C. Update the function to be stateful by using Durable Functions to process the request payload. 
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D. Update the functionTimeout property of the host.json project file to 15 minutes. 

Correct Answer: C 

Async operation tracking 

The HTTP response mentioned previously is designed to help implement long-running HTTP async APIs with Durable
Functions. This pattern is sometimes referred to as the polling consumer pattern. 

Both the client and server implementations of this pattern are built into the Durable Functions HTTP APIs. 

Function app 

You perform local testing for the RequestUserApproval function. The following error message displays: 

\\'Timeout value of 00:10:00 exceeded by function: RequestUserApproval\\' 

The same error message displays when you test the function in an Azure development environment when you run the
following Kusto query: 

FunctionAppLogs 

| where FunctionName = = "RequestUserApproval" 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/durable/durable-functions-httpfeatures 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You need to update the APIs to resolve the testing error. 

How should you complete the Azure CLI command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Enable Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) on your Azure App Service Web App. 

Enter the full URL of the site you want to allow to access your WEB API or * to allow all domains. Box 1: cors Box 2: add
Box 3: allowed-origins Box 4: http://testwideworldimporters.com/ 

References: http://donovanbrown.com/post/How-to-clear-No-Access-Control-Allow-Origin-header-error-with-Azure-App-
Service 

 

QUESTION 4

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You develop and deploy an Azure App Service API app to a Windows-hosted deployment slot named Development.
You create additional deployment slots named Testing and Production. You enable auto swap on the Production 

deployment slot. 
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You need to ensure that scripts run and resources are available before a swap operation occurs. 

Solution: Update the web.config file to include the applicationInitialization configuration element. Specify custom
initialization actions to run the scripts. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. No 

B. Yes 

Correct Answer: B 

Specify custom warm-up. 

Some apps might require custom warm-up actions before the swap. The applicationInitialization configuration element in
web.config lets you specify custom initialization actions. The swap operation waits for this custom warm-up to finish 

before swapping with the target slot. Here\\'s a sample web.config fragment. 

 

 

 

   

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-staging-slots#troubleshoot-swaps 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are developing an application that processes Azure Blob storage events. 

Your application has the following requirements: 

Process transaction logs asynchronously for changes that occur to the blobs and the blob metadata. 

Process changes in the order in which they occurred. 

Retain changes for compliance reasons. 

Solution: You use Azure Monitor HTTP Data Collector API. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 
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A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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